Blended Vowel – ai

The vowel combination *ai* makes a long a sound like in the word “train”. Write the word on the lines below as many times as you can.

---

Underline the words below that have *ai* in them.

train  hoot  rain  moat  pan  gail

chain  leaf  pain  food  tail  stoop
Blended Vowel – ea

Leaf

The vowel combination ea makes a long e sound like in the word “leaf”. Write the word on the lines below as many times as you can.

________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________

Underline the words below that have ea in them:
train  leaf  rain  moat  tea  gail
chain  team  pain  food  veal  stoop
Blended Vowels -- oa

Toast

The vowel combination 

The vowel combination *oa* makes a long o sound like in the word “toast”. Write the word on the lines below as many times as you can.

Toast

Underline the words below that have *oa* in them:

toast    leaf    rain    moat    soak    gail
Chain    coach    pain    food    coal    stoop